The twist construction is a geometric T-duality that produces new manifolds from old, works well with for example hypercomplex structures and is easily inverted. It tends to destroy properties such as the hyperKähler condition. On the other hand modifications preserve the hyperKähler property, but do not have an obvious inversion. In this paper we show how elementary deformations provide a link between the two constructions, and use the twist construction to build hyperKähler and strong HKT structures. In the process, we provide a full classification of complete hyperKähler four-manifolds with tri-Hamiltonian symmetry and study a number singular phenomena in detail.
Introduction
HyperKähler metrics are Ricci-flat with a triple of parallel complex structures. The metric together with any one of the complex structures specifies a Kähler geometry with parallel complex-symplectic form. Such manifolds are Calabi-Yau and form a special class in the Berger holonomy classification, see Besse [7] .
Given an isometric circle action preserving each element in the triple, there are at least two different constructions that may be applied to produce manifolds in the same dimension with a new topology and a metric compatible with a triple of complex structures.
The first is the twist construction of [34] , which reproduces the T-duality as used in Gibbons, Papadopoulos and Stelle [14] . In particular, it includes constructions of strong metrics in dimension four from hyperKähler metrics. However, many of the examples discussed in [14] are incomplete, and it is not clear whether one can derive hyperKähler metrics from the construction. Indeed, while the twist construction in [34] is easily specialised to generate integrable complex structures, it does tend to destroy symplectic structures that are present. On the other hand the twist construction has the advantage that is a genuine duality and may easily be inverted.
In contrast, the hyperKähler modification construction [11] produces hyperKähler manifolds in the same dimension via a hyperKähler moment map construction. When the original manifold is simply-connected, the modification increases the section Betti number by one. Away from the zero set of the moment map, the topological set-up is precisely a double fibration picture that is the basis for the twist construction. However, the recipe for producing the hyperKähler metric from this picture is rather different, and inversion is not apparent.
The purpose of this paper is to determine exactly how these constructions are related to each other, particularly when the metrics involved are complete. As the domain of the hyperKähler modification is larger than that of the double fibration, this also enables us to explore some singular behaviour of the twist construction.
We start the paper by giving a brief overview of the twist and modification constructions, describing their properties with respect to completeness. We also introduce a generalisation of the modification, which has as an ingredient an arbitrary complete hyperKähler four-manifold with circle symmetry in place of flat H = R 4 in the original construction. Such fourmanifolds were classified by Bielawski [8] under the assumption that the second Betti number is finite. In §3, we extend his result to the general case, showing that the only other examples are the A ∞ -manifolds of Anderson, Kronheimer and LeBrun [2] and their Taub-NUT deformations. The general strategy we use is that of Bielawski's original work, extending the GibbonsHawking Ansatz, but with a different approach to the analysis of positive har-A S monic functions and invocation of the Martin boundary. With this in place we make a local study of the general modification in §4 and show how on dense open sets it may be interpreted as a twist: not of the original hyperKähler metric, but rather of an 'elementary deformation' obtained by scaling the metric in quaternionic directions generated by the symmetry. A similar concept of elementary deformation was used in [25] to describe the hyperKähler/quaternionic Kähler correspondence when there is a symmetry that preserves only one of the complex structures.
It is now natural to ask when elementary deformations combined with the twist construction lead to hyperKähler metrics. Section 5 describes this on the principal locus, showing that these are essentially governed by harmonic functions on R 3 . In contrast to the four-dimensional Gibbons-Hawking description, these harmonic functions are not necessarily positive. Indeed the twist construction has the virtue of being easily inverted, and the inversion is seen to be governed by the negative of the original harmonic function. This answers the question of how the hyperKähler modification may be inverted. In §6, we briefly discuss how a similar derivation of which twists are hyperKähler may be obtained in the pseudo-Riemannian situation.
The harmonic function controlling elementary deformations whose twist are hyperKähler is allowed to have singularities. Indeed the original modification construction corresponds to a 1/(2 q ) singularity in R
3
. In §7, we dissect what singular behaviour is allowed when twisting between complete metrics. A close study of the interaction of the circle symmetry with its hyperKähler moment map, shows that many of these singularities are of the type of a standard modification or its inverse.
Finally in §8, we study the use of elementary deformations to twist hyperKähler metrics to strong metrics. For geometries one has certain type of triple of Hermitian structures, that are not necessarily symplectic. The strong condition is that a certain three-form is closed. Very few examples of such structures are known that are not hyperKähler: following work of Joyce [23] , and building on Spindel et al. [32] , Grantcharov and Poon [16] showed that bi-invariant metrics on most compact groups of dimension 4n are strong ; Barberis and Fino [6] produced other compact examples; otherwise most known examples, including those in [14] , are incomplete. We show that starting with a hyperKähler manifold with circle symmetry, harmonic functions again govern which twists are strong . Complete examples, for example on cotangent bundles of complexified compact Lie groups, may be obtained simply by taking this function to be constant.
T . M

Fundamental constructions
Let M be a hyperKähler manifold with metric g and complex structures I, J and K. By definition, ω I = g(I·, ·) is a Kähler form for (g, I), etc., and IJ = K = −JI. Suppose that M has a tri-holomorphic circle action generated by X, so X is a vector field with L X g = 0 and L X I = 0 = L X J. We will assume that the action is effective and has period 2π. If X is Hamiltonian for ω I , ω J and ω K , we say that the action is tri-Hamiltonian and write µ = µ I i + µ J j + µ K k ∈ Im H for the hyperKähler moment map, where by definition µ I ∈ C ∞ (M) satisfies dµ I = X ω I .
Suppose X H is the vector field on H ∼ = R 4 that generates the circle action q → e iθ q. This action is tri-Hamiltonian and a corresponding hyperKähler moment map µ H is given by
On M × H we have a circle action generated by Y = X − X H . The hyperKähler quotient [22] of M × H by Y is the modification M mod of M as defined in [11] . More generally, we may replace H with a complete hyperKähler fourmanifold N that has a tri-Hamiltonian circle action of period 2π generated by X N with hyperKähler moment map µ N . We then define the general modification M modN of M by N by taking
This general modification is a smooth hyperKähler manifold whenever Y acts freely on ρ −1 (0). For any constant c, we have that µ N +c is also a hyperKähler moment map on N; with this choice the quotient is smooth if Y acts freely on ρ −1 (c). We will absorb c in to µ N and call µ N a good moment map for M when the general modification is smooth. Note that we have a double fibration 
is the open dense set on which both X N and Y act freely. On the other hand, for the twist construction [34, 33] starting with (M, X) one takes a principal circle bundle P → M with a connection θ such that the curvature F = dθ is invariant under X and the contraction X F is exact. Choosing a ∈ C ∞ (M) with da = −X F, one obtains an R-action on P generated by X ′ = X + aZ, where Z is the generator of the principal action of P and X is the horizontal lift of X to H = ker θ. The twist W of M is then defined Invariant forms and metrics are transferred from M to W by pulling them back to P, restricting them to H and then pushing them down to W. This works as long as X ′ is transverse to H, which is the same as the function a having no zeroes. Tensors α on M and α W on Ω p (W) related in this way are then said to be H-related and we write α W ∼ H α. In the case of differential forms, their exterior differentials satisfy
The twist construction is easily inverted. If M is twisted to W via (X, a, F) then twisting W by the data H-related to (− Proof. For (i) it is enough to note that hyperKähler quotients of complete manifolds by compact groups are always complete. In particular, M and N complete imply M × N is complete and so the hyperKähler quotient M modN = (M × N)/ / /S 1 is complete. For the twist construction (ii), any curve γ W on W may be lifted horizontally to P. This is then the horizontal lift of a unique curve γ on M. As g W is H-related to g, we see that γ and γ W have the same lengths. Since we are twisting by a compact group, γ W lies in a compact subset of W if and only if γ lies in a compact subset of M.
Suppose γ W lies in no compact subset of W, then γ is contained in no compact subset of M. Completeness of (M, g) implies that γ has infinite length, and the same is true of γ W , so g W is complete.
where V = 1/g(X, X) and α 0I = α 0 ∧ α I . Introducing β 0 = Vα 0 , so β 0 (X) = 1, the metric g becomes
Now on M ′ /X, the map µ = (µ I , µ J , µ K ) is a local diffeomorphism. Noting that α I = dµ I and choosing a parameter t along the orbits, the metric g is locally
where ω = β 0 − dt is (the pull-back of) a one-form on an open subset of R 3 . In this local form, the closure of ω I , ω J and ω K is equivalent to the monopole equation
in R 3 , see [21, 35] . Here * 3 is the Hodge star operator with respect to the standard metric g R 3 = dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 on R 3 . In particular, equation (3.2) shows that V is locally a harmonic function in R 3 . Conversely local positive harmonic functions on R 3 give four-dimensional hyperKähler metrics via (3.2) and (3.1).
Choosing various harmonic functions leads to a number of examples of complete hyperKähler four-manifolds with tri-holomorphic circle actions.
(
, with p i ∈ R 3 distinct, we get the GibbonsHawking gravitational instantons [13] . This has second Betti number
distinct and so that V(q) < ∞ for some q ∈ R
3
, we obtain the metrics of Anderson, Kronheimer and LeBrun [2] , which are of infinite topological type. (They are all complete, since arc-length is bounded below by arc-length in R 4 , from the case V(p) = 1/(2 p − p 1 ).) (iii) Adding a positive constant c to either of the previous two potentials we get Taub-NUT deformations of the metrics. In the finite case, these are to be found in [20] . Bielawski [8] proved that the Gibbons-Hawking metrics and their Taub-NUT deformations are the only complete examples of finite topological type. In this section we will show how Bielawski's arguments may be strengthened to remove this topological restriction.
Note that Goto [15] provided an alternative construction of the AndersonKronheimer-LeBrun metrics that Hattori [19, 18] has discussed equivalence problems within this class and volume growth properties. Minerbe [29] has characterised the multi-Taub-NUT metrics amongst all complete four-dimensional hyperKähler metrics via their volume growth. From the form of the hyperKähler moment maps for these metrics, we note the following consequence. To prove the theorem, let us start by observing that the stabiliser stab(x; S 1 )
of each x ∈ M under the circle action is either trivial or all of S
so is either all of S 1 or is finite cyclic. If G = Z/kZ, then x is not a fixed point and so the vector field X is non-zero at x. Equivariantly there is a tubular neighbourhood U of the orbit through x of the form U = S 1 × G X ⊥ . But G acts trivially on X ⊥ = IX, JX, KX , G stabilises each point in U. In particular, as M is connected, this implies that G stabilises points in principal orbits and so G acts trivially on M. As S 1 acts effectively, this implies that G is trivial.
Now let x ∈ M X be a fixed-point of X. There is a tubular neighbourhood U of x of the form U = S 1 × S 1 T x M. As S 1 acts on T x M as a connected subgroup H of the maximal torus U(1) in SU(2), it follows that H is either trivial or all of U(1). In the first case, X is then zero in an open neighbourhood of x in M; since M is connected and Ricci-flat it we get that X is identically zero on M, which contradicts the effectiveness of the action. We conclude that H = U (1) and that U contains no other fixed-point. It follows that M X is discrete and so countable.
As in Bielawski [8, Proposition 4.3] , we now have that the map µ : M/S 1 → R 3 induced by µ is a local homeomorphism. At points of M ′ , we have dµ = (IX ♭ , JX ♭ , KX ♭ ), so µ is a local diffeomorphism on M ′ /S 1 . Examination of the local form of µ then implies that µ is injective in a neighbourhood of each fixed point x and a local compactness argument implies it is a homeomorphism there. The function V descends to
is locally the pull-back of Φg R 3 , where the conformal factor Φ is a positive function on an open subset of R 3 and is harmonic with respect to the standard metric g R 3 . Around a fixed point x, we have Φ defined and harmonic in a punctured neighbourhood U q \ {q} of q = µ(x). Bôcher's Theorem (see [4] ) states that Φ(p) = φ(p) + a x / p − q with a x 0 constant and φ harmonic on all of U q .
Let S ⊂ U q be a small distance sphere centred on q = µ(x). As µ is conformal, the S 1 -invariant set µ −1 (S) is diffeomorphic to a distance sphere around x. It follows that S 1 → µ −1 (S) → S is a the Hopf fibration S 1 → S 3 → S 2 . In particular, the bundle µ −1 (S) → S has Chern class ±1. On the other hand, this fibration has curvature form dω = − * 3 dΦ and Chern class
−1 and a 0 = 1/2. We conclude that a x = 1/2 for each fixed point x. Let us also note that this also shows the orientation conventions here fix the Chern class to be +1.
As in [8, Proposition 5 .3] we may adjust V around each fixed point to get a complete metric g ′ =Ṽ(α 2
is locally conformal and g R 3 is flat, results of Schoen and Yau [31, Theorem VI.3.5] imply that µ :
is injective with boundary of Newtonian capacity zero. In the terminology of harmonic function theory, this boundary is a polar set.
Writing Ω = µ(M ′ ) ⊂ R 3 , injectivity of µ on N ′ means that we may now regard V as a function on Ω. It is equal to the conformal factor Φ and in particular is a positive harmonic function. As such it is described by a Martin representation [26, 3] , which we now determine.
As the topological boundary ∂Ω of Ω in R 3 is polar, it has Hausdorff dimension at most 1 and so Ω is dense in R 3 . By Armitage and Gardiner [3, Theorem 9.5.1], following [30] , the minimal Martin boundary ∆ of Ω is ∆ = ∂Ω ∪ {∞} and the Green's function of Ω is that of R 3 , namely G(p, q) = 1/ p−q . Adding a constant to µ, we may assume that 0 ∈ µ(M ′ ). The Martin kernel is then M(p, q) = q / p − q and there is a unique measure dµ V on ∆ such that V has Martin representation
Let F = µ(M X ) be the image of the fixed-point set. Now M X is discrete and µ : M/S 1 → R 3 is a local homeomorphism that is injective on N ′ . It follows that µ is injective on M X , and that F is a discrete subset of R 3 that is contained in ∂Ω ⊂ ∆. In particular, F is a Borel set and there is a positive harmonic function W on Ω defined by
This satisfies
But Bôcher's Theorem combined with the local form of V gives us that
In particular, Harnack's principle implies that this sum converges at each p ∈ R 3 \ F and W gives the potential for a Gibbons-Hawking or an Anderson-Kronheimer-LeBrun metric. In particular, F has no accumulation point in R 3 .
Now we have
is a positive harmonic function on Ω. Again φ is bounded above by V, so is finite on Ω. Suppose ∂Ω is strictly larger than F. Then, there is a
But W is bounded on γ and the integral definition of φ shows that there are constants c i > 0 such that
for all p ∈ Ω. It follows thatγ has finite length, contradicting the completeness of g, cf. [8, §5] . We conclude that F = ∂Ω and that V = W + c, for some c 0. For c = 0, we get the two classes of metrics above; for c > 0, we have Taub-NUT deformations of them. This proves the Theorem.
Modification as a twist
Given a hyperKähler manifold (M, g) and a general modification M modN , our aim is to find a hyper-Hermitian metric g on M that gives the hyperKähler metric of M modN under a twist construction.
We take W = M modN and choose our circle bundle to be P = D 0 in the notation of (2.2). For this section we work on the subsets of M and M modN that are the images of the projections from D 0 . The principal vector fields are Z = X N and
The space D 0 ⊂ ρ −1 (0) ⊂ M × N is a Riemannian submanifold and the fibration to M modN is a Riemannian submersion. So there is a natural horizontal distribution
which we will use in the twist. The combination of H and the principal vector fields determines the corresponding connection one forms.
T . M
Consider the principal fibration π :
The connection one-form θ is required to satisfy θ(X N ) = 1 and ker θ = H. Equivariance then follows from the equivariance of H.
The first condition θ(X N ) = 1 is satisfied by the form
where we have written the hyperKähler metric g N on N as in §3, so V N is a function of µ N . On ρ −1 (0), we have µ = µ N , so we may regard i * V N as a function V N (µ) of µ.
We now need to adjust θ ′ to get a one-form vanishing on H. As
for A = I, J, K, the tangent bundle to T D 0 is
The form θ ′ is zero on all vectors in H apart from those with a component along X N . Any vector in H = Y ⊥ = X − X N ⊥ may be decomposed as a vector orthogonal to both X and X N and a component proportional to an appropriate linear combination
where * 3 is the Hodge * -operator on the three-dimensional distribution with orthonormal basis IX, JX, KX and
Proof. We have π * 1 F = dθ and
♭ and the result follows.
We see that
So k = −1 and 
, and we may write A = A 1 + B, with A 1 orthogonal to the quaternionic span of
as claimed.
We conclude 
It follows that an ordinary modification has V N (µ) = V H (µ) = 1/(2 µ ). One may check directly that the above formulae give hyperKähler metrics. However, in the next section we will consider a more general situation, and determine when the twist construction leads to hyperKähler structures.
Note that when dim M = 4, with g given by a potential V, as in (3.1), then the general modification by N 4 has potential V + V N . Taub-NUT deformations correspond to V N = c > 0 constant, which is the potential for the flat metric on S 
General hyperKähler twists
Let us start with a connected hyperKähler manifold (M, g, I, J, K) together with a tri-holomorphic isometry generated by X. This action will be taken to be effective, but not necessarily free. We assume that dim M > 4. As above, write
Consider an elementary quaternionic deformationg of the metric g given bỹ
where f and h are smooth functions. Note that wheng is non-degenerate, it gives a, possibly indefinite, hyper-Hermitian metric compatible with I, J, K. We wish to determine which twists W of (M,g, I, J, K) are hyperKähler when we use the symmetry X together with arbitrary twist data (F, a). The Kähler form ω W I of the induced structure on W is by definition Hrelated toω
where α 0I = α 0 ∧ α I , etc. By (2.4), the exterior derivative of ω W I is then Hrelated to d WωI , where
Thus in order for W to be hyperKähler we need
Noting that dα I = d(X ω I ) = L X ω I = 0, we compute the first of these to be
where
Consider the orthogonal decompositions T M = HX+V and T * M = Hα 0 + V * . At fixed points of X, the first summand is {0}. We declare elements of Hα 0 to be of type (1, 0), and those of V * to be of type (0, 1). This then gives a type decomposition of the exterior algebra Ω * (M). For example we have 
Again wedging with α I gives dh ∧ α IJK = 0 and so
where * 3 is the Hodge star operator of g HX on α I , α J , α K . On M ′ , the definition of H implies now that
Contracting (5.6) with X gives
and we conclude that
for some (non-zero) constant λ. Returning to equation (5.6), we impose dF = 0, to get
Summarising, we have proved the following result. 
for some non-zero constant λ and some function h with dh ∈ α I , α J , α K harmonic:
If X is tri-Hamiltonian, then α I = dµ I , etc., and h is locally a pull-back of a harmonic function h(
Asg(X, X) = (1+h X 2 ) X 2 , the condition a = 0 guarantees thatg is nondegenerate. We get a positive definite hyperKähler metric if 1 + h X 2 > 0.
The 'topological considerations' above are (i) that F has integral periods, so a twist bundle P exists, and (ii) that the resulting lifted action on P generated by X ′ = X + aZ gives a smooth quotient W = P/ X ′ . The freedom in the choice of λ can help in achieving these conditions. Otherwise λ is often irrelevant as a and F usually occur in the combination 1 a F.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose as in Theorem 5.1 that an elementary deformation of
is obtained from a twist of an elementary deformation of (M,ǧ,X) by the datǎ
Proof. In general if W is the twist of M by (X, a, F) then the construction is inverted by the objects H-related to (− , V N (μ) ). Then takingλ = −1, we haveȟ = V N (μ). Furthermore dμ I = αǏ ∼ H α I = dµ I , so we may take the function µ that is H-related toμ as the hyperKähler moment map. This gives V N (μ) ∼ H V N (µ) and it follows that h ∼ H −ȟ is h = −V N (µ), as claimed.
Rereading the proofs of §4, one sees that on the smooth set this inversion may be interpreted as a general modification with respect to N equipped with the negative definite hyperKähler metric with potential −V N .
In the case of an ordinary modification, the potential function gives h = 1/(2 µ ). For the above inverse modification to produce a non-degenerate positive definite hyperKähler metric we need 1 + h X 2 > 0, i.e.,
away from zeros of µ. On R 4 = H, with the standard circle action and µ = µ H , we have that
Corollary 5.4. The standard flat hyperKähler structure on R 4 is not the hyperKähler modification of any other hyperKähler manifold.
Proof. Any tri-holomorphic isometric circle action on H = R 4 is a subgroup of Sp(1) and so is conjugate to the standard action generated by X H . In general µ = µ H +c for some c ∈ Im H. However, the image of µ H is all of Im H, so there is a p ∈ µ −1 (0). The limit of (2 µ − X H 2 )(q) as q → p is − X H 2 (p). If R 4 is a hyperKähler modification, this limit is non-negative, so we have X H 2 = 0 at p. This implies p = 0, and µ = µ H , but now (5.9) is satisfied nowhere, and R 4 can not be a modification of any other hyperKähler manifold.
Note that topologically R 4 does carry metrics that are hyperKähler modifications; these are given by Taub-NUT deformations of the flat metric. The potential is V = 1/(2 µ ) + c, with c > 0; these are the original Taub-NUT metrics. By the discussion at the end of §4, these may also be regarded as a standard modification of S 1 × R 3 . Just like the flat metric, the circle action on the Taub-NUT metric has a unique fixed-point.
Pseudo-Riemannian structures
Up to this point we have worked with hyperKähler geometries where the metric is positive definite. However, much of what we have discussed applies also to pseudo-Riemannian structures. 
T . M
Proof. At points where X is not null, the proof above goes through without change. If X is null is null at p, but non-zero, choose a local vector field Y such that g(X, Y) = 1 and g(AX, Y) = 0 for A = I, J and K. Then T M = HX + HY + V ′ , where V ′ is the orthogonal complement to HX + HY. Writing β 0 = Y ♭ , etc., we have
where we have declared elements of Hα 0 + Hβ 0 to be type (1; 0) and those of (V ′ ) * to be type (0; 1). We now consider the equation Imposing d WωJ = 0 = d WωK , we conclude that df = 0, and again we may take f ≡ 1. The rest of the proof now proceeds as in the definite case.
Singular behaviour
Returning to the Riemannian setting, we wish to analyse some of the local singular behaviour and apply this to complete hyperKähler metrics. To be more precise, suppose we have two hyperKähler manifolds M andM which have open dense sets related to each other by a combination of twist and elementary deformation as in Theorem 5.1. We consider what singular behaviour is allowed for the deformation function h and what can happen at fixed points of the symmetries.
We start by analysing the moment map µ around a zero of X. Proof. Away from the fixed point set M X , the derivative dµ has full rank, so µ is open on M
. We need to describe the behaviour around fixed points.
Fix p ∈ M X . Then S 1 acts on T p M as a non-trivial compact subgroup of Sp(n) with infinitesimal generator ∇X p . It therefore acts a subgroup of a maximal torus and there is an orthogonal quaternionic splitting T p M = W ⊕ Z, where Z is a trivial module and W is a direct sum of non-trivial irreducible S 1 -modules. The trivial module Z is the tangent space to M X at p. Let W 1 W be an S 1 -invariant quaternionic module of real dimension 4; write W 2 for its orthogonal complement in W. Then T p M = W 1 ⊕ W 2 ⊕ Z, orthogonally and quaternionically.
The exponential map at p is a local diffeomorphism onto an open normal neighbourhood U of p. We may write M 1 = exp p (W 1 ) ∩ U, which is an ) are coordinates on M 1 , identifying M 1 with a neighbourhood of the origin in H, in such a way that the quaternionic structures agree at p. Moreover this identification is equivariant for some non-zero multiple k of X H on H. Let µ 0 be the pull-back to M 1 of the hyperKähler moment map kµ H on H for kX H .
On M X , we have dµ = X (ω I , ω J , ω K ) = 0, so µ is locally constant on M X . We may assume for convenience that µ(p) = 0. On the other hand X only vanishes at p on M 1 , so the map µ :
induced by µ is a local diffeomorphism away from p. The second derivative of µ at p is determined by ∇X p via
etc. It follows that µ and µ 0 agree to second order at p ∈ M 1 . The moment map µ H induces a homeomorphism µ H : H/ X H → R 3 and satisfies µ H (B H (0, r)) = B R 3 (0, r/2) for each r > 0. This implies µ 0 (B(p, r)) = B R 3 (0, |k|r/2) for small r. We may now write µ − µ 0 = Ψ = Ψ 0 • µ 0 on M 1 and note that dΨ p = 0. There is an r > 0 such that
We claim that µ is a homeomorphism
. This is a metric space contraction with factor 1/2, so by Banach's Fixed-Point Theorem there is a unique u = µ 0 (x) satisfying µ(x) = v. Thus µ is a continuous bijection, and by compactness, a homeomorphism.
It follows that µ(p) is an interior point of µ(U) ⊂ R 3 and we have proved that µ is an open map.
Note that the corresponding result is not true for hyperKähler moment maps for non-Abelian group actions, see [12] . Proof. Let p be a point of L. If X p = 0, then µ is regular at p. It follows that and near p, the set L is smooth and of codimension 3. If X p = 0, then p ∈ M X . Adding a constant to µ, we may take µ(p) = 0. Write C for the component of M X that contains p. Then C is smooth of codimension 4ℓ for some ℓ 1 and C ⊂ L. Using the notation of the previous proof, fix an S 1 -invariant four-dimensional slice M 1 = exp p (W 1 ) ∩ U that is equivariantly diffeomorphic to a neighbourhood of 0 ∈ H with circle action generated by kX H . Then we saw that the moment map µ induces a homeomorphism µ from M 1 / X to a neighbourhood of the origin in R 3 .
T . M
If codim C = 4, then W 1 is the whole fibre W of the normal bundle of C. As µ is a homeomorphism, we get that C = L. Thus L is smooth of codimension 4.
If codim C = 4ℓ > 4, then we claim that L contains a regular point of µ. Fix ε > 0 sufficiently small, so that each δ ∈ (0, ε] the set M δ = exp p (W) ∩ B δ (p) be a transverse slice to C in the δ-ball around p. Suppose M δ \ {p} contains no zero of µ, so µ(M δ \ {p}) ⊂ R 3 \ {0}. It follows that we get a continuous map S 4ℓ−1 → S 2 . Now the restriction of this map to S 3 ⊂ M 1 ∩ B δ (p) is a non-trivial circle bundle, but S 3 is homotopic to a point in S 4ℓ−1 , ℓ 2, so this is impossible. It follows that M δ \ {p} meets µ −1 (0) for each 0 < δ ε. In particular p lies in the closure of Z = (µ
) is Ricci-flat, so the geometry and the vector field X are real analytic in harmonic coordinates. It follows that µ is real analytic, so Z is a semi-analytic set. The Curve Selection Lemma for semi-analytic sets [36, 28] , or the Rectilinearization Theorem [9, Theorem 0.2], implies that there is a
It follows that codim L = 3 and the singular points of L lie in fixed points sets for X of codimension at least 8 in M, so at least codimension 5 in L. 
Proof. Choose geodesically convex neighbourhoods
For q ∈ W, let p ′ ∈ M X ∩ V be the closest point to q and let γ be the minimal unit speed geodesic in
As γ is unit speed we thus
Let m be the minimum of the second derivativef(0; v, p ′ ) over the compact set S consisting of all (v, p ′ ) with p ′ ∈ M X ∩ V and v ∈ (T p ′ M X ) ⊥ . Now there is an ε > 0 such thatf(t; v, p ′ ) > m/2 for all t < ε and all (v, p ′ ) ∈ S. We then haveḟ(t) > tm/2 on (0, ε], so f is increasing. We also get f(t) > t
Let U be an open neighbourhood of p contained in the set of points { f(t; v, p ′ ) | (v, p ′ ) ∈ S, |t| < ε }. Then for each q ∈ U, we now get from (7.1) that
for c = 12/m, as claimed.
Suppose (M, X, µ) is a hyperKähler manifold with tri-Hamiltonian circle action generated by X and with hyperKähler moment map µ.
We say a subset
A function h on M \ E will be of pull-back type if each p ∈ M has a neighbourhood U such that the restriction of h to U \ E is the pull-back under µ of a function in R 3 . A necessary condition for h to be of pull-back type is that dh ∈ α I , α J , α K . This condition is sufficient on most points of M. Indeed if p has neighbourhood U such that the generic fibres of µ in U are connected, then such an h is of pullback type in U. Any regular point of µ has such a neighbourhood, as does any point of a codimension 4 component of M X , by the proof of Proposition 7.1. In the flat case, points of higher-dimensional fixed-point sets also have this property, so h is of pull-back type on all of M.
Suppose ( 
with p 0 = µ(p), σ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and φ harmonic on µ(U) ⊂ R 3 . If σ = −1, then p is a fixed point of X, the component C of the fixed point set through p is of codimension 4 and C is also a component of a level set of µ.
In other words, locally the singular behaviour of such moment-harmonic equivalence is given by the hyperKähler modification.
T . M
Proof. For p ∈ M 0 , the function h is the pull-back of a harmonic function under µ in a neighbourhood of p and we have the required relation with
The geometries on M 0 andM 0 are related by Proposition 5.2, where we may take λ = −1. The proof of that proposition, shows that dμ I =α I ∼ H α I = dµ I , etc. By adding a constant toμ, we may thus assume thatμ ∼ H µ. The deforming functionȟ fromM 0 to M 0 is then H-related to −h.
Asǧ ∼ Hg = g + hg HX is positive definite, we have h > −1/ X 2 on M 0 . Conversely for g ∼ Hg =ǧ +ȟg HX to be positive definite, we need
There is a neighbourhood U of p and a polar set D in
is compact, and in particular closed. Shrinking U we may thus take D to be closed in µ(U).
Let us say that a point p ∈ E = M \ M 0 is strongly accessible if there is a q ∈ µ(U) \ D such that p 0 = µ(p) is a closest point in D to q and the line segment [q, p 0 ] lies in µ(U). Note that E always has strongly accessible points. Indeed for any p ∈ E, each compact neighbourhood of p contains a strongly accessible point of E.
Let p ∈ E be strongly accessible. Because µ is analytic, it follows that there is a smooth curve γ :
We may lift γ| [0, 1) horizontally to the twist bundle P and project toM 0 , to get a smooth curveγ : [0, 1) →M 0 . Say thatγ is H-related to γ. The length of γ is given by
Shrinking U if necessary, we may assume that h is a pull-back on U 0 = U \ E and that M X ∩ U is connected. If p / ∈ M X , we may take
. In both cases there are then positive constants c 3 , c 4 and
Now h + is the pull-back of a positive harmonic function on µ(U 0 ) = µ(U) \ D, where D is polar and closed in µ(U), and so there is an estimate (3.3) . It follows thatγ has finite length. By completeness of (M,ǧ), there is a limit pointp = lim tր1γ (t) ∈M.
Choose a similar type of neighbourhoodǓ top, so that the zero set ofX is either disjoint fromǓ or meets it in a single component passing throughp. We may shrink U andǓ if necessary so that the pull-backs of U 0 andǓ 0 to the twist bundle P agree. On U ′ 0 we then have
for some positive numbers c andč.
If h is bounded on U ′ 0 then it has a continuous moment-harmonic extension to U of the desired form with σ = 0 in (7.2). If h is not bounded, then
is positive moment-harmonic on U ′ 0 . Furthermore, away from µ −1 (p 0 ), it is bounded above. As E ∩ U is moment-polar, the function h + extends to a positive moment-harmonic function on U \ µ −1 (p 0 ). Then by Bôcher's Theorem the extension has singular part a constant times µ−p 0 −1 . In other words, h has the desired form with σ = 0 in (7.2); however we still need to constrain the possible non-zero values of σ.
Let us consider the case when σ < 0, the other case σ > 0 will follow similarly by consideringȟ instead of h. As h is not bounded below, we have from (7. 3) that X = 0 on the component of the fibre of µ through p. Since fixed-point sets of X are at least of codimension 4, Corollary 7.2 implies that the fibre of µ through p coincides with the fixed point set and is of codimension 4.
In particular, the normal bundle of the fibre through p is of dimension 4. Using the exponential map as in the proof of Proposition 7.1, we get a fourdimensional slice M 1 through p, which at the origin is equivariantly identified with H and kX H . Effectivity of the circle action, implies that k = ±1. Replacing X by −X if necessary, we may assume k = +1. For a small distance sphere in M 1 centred at p, a connection one-form for the circle fibration via µ to S ⊂ R 3 \ {0} is given by β 0 = α/ X 2 . This has curvature
The curvature form is then
Thus the change in the Chern class is given by
. Initially the Chern class is +1; the only possible values after the twist are +1 or 0. We have σ < 0, so the change is non-trivial. It follows that h changes the Chern class by −1, and thus σ = −1, as claimed.
The above describes h in a neighbourhood U p of a strongly accessible point p of E. We will say that p ∈ M is good if h has the desired form (7.2) in a neighbourhood U of p and for each regular curve γ in U through p there is a regular curveγ onM, such that each segment ofγ inM 0 is H-related to the corresponding segment of γ. Let A be the set of good points of M. Then A is open, contains M 0 and all strongly accessible points of E. Choose a neighbourhood U of p such that h is a pull-back on U \ E and which meets at most one connected component of M X . If U ∩ M X is nonempty we may assume p ∈ M X . Then there are positive constants c 0 and c 1 such that h + = h + c 0 + c 1 / µ − p 0 , for p 0 = µ(p), is a positive momentharmonic function on U \ E, cf. derivation of the left-hand side of (7.3) . Now since h is given via (7.2) on A ∩ U, the only singularities of h + on U ∩ A are of the form µ * (+1/(2 q − p i )). Because h + take a finite value at some point of U, it follows that the p i have no accumulation point. In particular, we may shrink U, so that h + is bounded on U ∩ A. Replacing γ by a final segment lying in this new U, we get a curve in A of finite length in the metricg and ending at p. We may assume the initial point y of this final segment lies in M 0 , and choose a point z in P lying over y. The curves H-related to segments γ[0, 1 − ε] of γ may be uniquely specified by requiring them to start at the projection of z toM. We thus get a curveγ : [0, 1) →M of finite length, and hence a limit pointp ∈M. Analysing this in the same way as for strongly accessible points, using the smoothness ofM atp, we get the desired form for h around p. We conclude that A is all of M, and thus that h has the claimed form everywhere.
Similar considerations show that locally any fixed-point set of codimension 4 may be twisted away after applying a Taub-NUT deformation, so that (5.9) is satisfied near the fixed-point set. Further knowledge of the structure of the moment map µ is required to prove global versions of Theorem 7.4. For example, if it is known that the fibres of µ are connected, then it follows that h is globally a function of µ and h = µ * ψ with
for some distinct p i ∈ µ(M), σ i ∈ {±1}, and φ harmonic function on all of µ(M) ⊂ R 
Condition (8.1) ensures that the manifold is hyperKähler with torsion, HKT, the torsion three-form of the common Bismut connection is c = −Idω I . By [27] , I, J and K are then necessarily integrable. Condition (8.2) is equivalent to the strong condition dc = 0.
Starting with a hyperKähler manifold with a symmetry it is natural to ask which elementary quaternionic deformations (5.1) twist to strong HKT structures.
The following lemma used in the proof of the subsequent Theorem, will establish the notion of rank of a two-form. Proof. Let U = (ker ζ) • be the annihilator of ker ζ and choose a vector space complement W to U, so
As ζ is non-degenerate on ker W, the dimension of U is even and the map ζ ∧ · : 
for some non-zero constant λ and some function h with dh ∈ α I , α J , α K and harmonic: d * 3 dh = 0.
In all cases, regardless of the rank of dα 0 , the above twists are strong HKT. They are not hyperKähler unless dα 0 = X 2 (dh ∧ α 0 + * 3 dh), so X has rank 4, and h = c − 1/ X 2 for some constant c. If X has rank 4, then the distribution HX is parallel, and so (M, g) is reducible.
Proof. We use the notation of §5. Let us write equation (5.2) as
For the twist to be hypercomplex we need F to be of complex type (1, 1) for I, J and K, that is F ∈ S 2 E ∼ = sp(n) ⊂ Λ 2 T * M, see [34] . As X is a tri-holomorphic isometry, we also have dα 0 ∈ S 2 E, so the HKT condition (8. Scaling by a homothety we may thus take f ≡ 1. It follows that dh 0,1 = 0, and as Xh = 0, we have dh = h I α I + h J α J + h K α K , for some functions h I , h J and h K .
We now write If h is harmonic, then we have ζ ∧ η = 0. Applying Lemma 8.1, we get that either η = 0 or ζ and η both have rank 4, with common kernel. In the latter case, we may write dα 0 as a linear combination of dh ∧ α 0 + * 3 dh, ζ and η. As ζ and η have the same kernel, this implies that dα 0 has rank at most 8, contradicting our assumption. If η = 0, then we have dα 0 = 1 a X 2 F. Contracting with X, gives d log a = d log X 2 , so a = λ X 2 and F = λdα 0 for some constant λ. and that the intersections of their kernels with V are the same space V ′ .
Suppose ζ 1,1 = 0, then η 1,1 = 0 too and the (2, 2)-component of (8.5) is ζ 2,0 ∧ η 0,2 + ζ 0,2 ∧ η 2,0 = 0. This means that ζ 0,2 and η 0,2 have the same rank and the same kernel. As dα 0 has rank at least four on V, one of these forms is non-zero, and so both are. But the (0, 4)-component says ζ 0,2 ∧ η 0,2 = 0. By Lemma 8.1, we have that both these forms have rank 4 and conclude that the rank of dα 0 is at most 8, contradicting our assumption.
We have thus shown that ζ 1,1 and η 1,1 are non-zero. Considering the (1, 3)-component ζ 1,1 ∧ η 0,2 + ζ 0,2 ∧ η 1,1 = 0 of (8.5), we find that ζ 2,0 and η 2,0 have the same kernel. The (0, 4)-component of the equation implies that ζ 2,0 and η 2,0 have rank at most 4 and then the (2, 2)-component implies that their common kernel contains V ′ . It follows that ζ and η both have rank at most 8 and that the same is true of dα 0 , which again is a contradiction.
Note that as dα 0 ∈ [S 2 E], the kernel is not only integrable but also quaternionic. By [17] this means that the corresponding leaves are totally geodesic.
The above twists have F exact. They exist whenever X has no zeros. Simple examples are therefore provided by taking M homogeneous. As hyperKähler manifolds are Ricci flat, homogeneous examples are flat [1] . However, [5] have classified the left-invariant hyperKähler metrics on Lie groups G. They find that G is necessarily two-step solvable and give an explicit structural description. Taking X to be any vector field generated by the left action and h to be constant, then provides strong HKT structures on G.
Other examples are provided by considering for compact G the hyperKähler metrics on T G C constructed by Kronheimer [24] (see also [10] ). These carry a tri-holomorphic action of G × G, with each factor acting freely.
With this twist we have on the strong HKT side an isometry generated by the vector field H-related to − 
